The Outsiders By Se Hinton Study Novel Units
t thhee oouuttssiiddeerrss - naseem international school - tthhee oouuttssiiddeerrss s. e. hinton
according to wikipedia, the outsiders is a coming-of-age novel by s. e. hinton, first published in 1967 by viking
press. hinton was 15 when she started writing the novel, but did most of the work when she was sixteen and a
junior in high school. the outsiders - winston-salem/forsyth county schools - the outsiders this package
provides students with everything they need to complete a novel study on the outsiders! a complete unit – just
print and teach!!! all activities are classroom tested and include creative handouts, information sheets,
detailed instructions, templates, and rubrics! this creative and engaging package includes the ... the
outsiders unit plan - education library - of characters in the outsiders because of the similar
characterization, make up of self and group uniqueness, and self-exploration. the gripping plot and identifiable
characters, along with an excellent movie version with well-known actors, allows youths to relate the story to
their own lives. outsiders 7th grade - menifee.k12 - items from the outsiders novel. this could be done via
realia, powerpoint presentation, or watching pre-selected video clips from you tube, or a combination of all.
there are also many great websites to explore with timelines of the 60’s. possible items to depict include the
following: s.e. hinton the outsiders - team 7 english - the$outsiders,s.e.hinton" 19" behind them. i had a
sick feeling that dally was up to his usual tricks, and i was right. he started talking, loud enough for the two ...
title: the outsiders (hinton, s.e.) level z - title: the outsiders (hinton, s.e.) level z quick summary: a story
about ponyboy (who lives with his two older brothers, their parents died a year ago) and his gang of”greasers”
and their struggles and conflicts with social separation and being judged by social rich kids called “socs”. the
outsiders - novel studies - the outsiders by s.e. hinton synopsis ponyboy can count on his brothers. and on
his friends. but not on much else besides trouble with the socs, a vicious gang of rich kids whose idea of a
good time is beating up teacher pack the outsiders - yal - for her young-adult novels set in oklahoma,
especially the outsiders. while still in her teens, hinton became a household nameas the author of the
outsiders, her first and most popular novel, set in oklahoma in the 1960s. she began writing it in 1965. the
book was inspired by two rival gangs at her school, will the outsiders by s. e. hinton sequence strips - the
outsiders sequence strips fortheteachers the outsiders by s. e. hinton – sequence strips statements to sort:
johnny utters to ponyboy before dying, “stay gold ponyboy, stay gold.” dally brings ponyboy a letter from soda
when he comes to the jay mountain church. dally, ponyboy, and johnny sneak into the movies. the outsiders
chapter 5 6 reading comprehension questions ... - the outsiders chapter 5 – 6 reading comprehension
questions 1. what is ponyboy’s issue with johnny’s suggestion that they disguise themselves? johnny suggests
that he and ponyboy cut and dye their hair so they will not be recognized by their descriptions in the
newspaper. ponyboy is immediately against getting inside s. e. hinton's 'the outsiders' - getting inside s.
e. hinton's the outsiders the outsiders continues to be relevant to adolescents, opening discussions on
acceptance, rejection, and stereotyping. middle school teacher joanne s. gillespie describes her unit on the
novel, which includes art projects, blogging, and student-generated questions. r eading the first sentence,
"when i s.e. hinton the outsiders - team 7 english - the$outsiders,s.e.hinton" 76" turn hard and tough.
johnny was a good fighter and could play it cool, but he was sensitive and that isn't a good way to be when
you're ... vocabulary study: the outsiders by s. e. hinton teacher ... - vocabulary study: the outsiders by
s. e. hinton teacher overview grade 9 lesson introduction/overview vocabulary words, definitions, derivatives,
and quotations an alphabetical listing of the ten words in each section is given at the beginning of each
section. the definitions are given in the order that the words appear in the chapters. s.e. hinton the
outsiders - wcpss - the$outsiders,s.e.hinton" 112" chapter 9 it was almost six-thirty when i got home. the
rumble was set for seven, so i was late for supper, as usual. i always come in ... concept vocab analysis novelinks - christy bateman, 2006 concept/vocabulary analysis for the outsiders by s.e. hinton literary text:
the outsiders by s.e. hinton organizational patterns: the outsiders is divided into 12 chapters, which are each
about 15 pages long. the narrator of the novel is a teenage boy, so the style mirrors how a teenager might act
by s.e. hinton - wordpress - the outsiders character chart name: during our study of the outsiders by s.e.
hinton, fill in the character chart with information about each character. meet “the greasers” character
physical description personality traits significant events ponyboy curtis sodapop curtis darry curtis dally
winston “the outsiders” gr.8 novel study projects - “the outsiders” gr.8 novel study projects you will be
required to complete one of the following projects described below. be sure to review the requirements for
each of the following assignments. the outsiders 750l - lexile - the outsiders s.e. hinton 750l lexile chapter
& description measure 850l 1 ponyboy jumped 750l 2 ponyboy meets cherry 640l 3 walking cherry and marcia
home 670l 4 ponyboy and johnny attacked 690l 5 hiding in the church 700l 6 fire at the church 740l 7 ponyboy
goes home 530l 8 the boys visit the hospital 800l 9 greasers rumble with the socs 550l ... a. s.e. hinton simsbury - read the information about s.e. hinton starting with the biography. 1. where was hinton born? _____
coincidentally, this is assumedly where the novel takes place. 2. what influenced her to write the outsiders ? 3.
what year was the outsiders published? _____ 4. what happened to hinton as a result of the outsiders’
popularity? 5. what is the ... copy of the outsiders pdf download - magnusonpark - the outsiders
summary enotescom, the outsiders is a coming of age novel by se hinton published in 1967 ponyboy curtis and
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his gang of greasers regularly fight with the upper class socs when a member of the gang kills a soc . the
outsiders (film) wikipedia, the outsiders is a 1983 american coming of age sample prestwick houseactivity
pack - student’s page the outsiders chapter 1 stereotypes and theme objectives: recognizing stereotypes
considering thematic ideas activity 1. in small groups, discuss and write a description of the greaser and soc
stereotype. 2. each group should make a class presentation of their stereotype of a greaser and a soc. 3.
background on the outsiders - rocklin.k12 - background on the outsiders setting the outsiders is set in a
large, unnamed town in the united states. it is about a gang of teenage boys who are called the greasers. they
live on the east side of the town, also known as the wrong side of town; the eastside neighborhood is described
in graphic detail. the story is set in the outsiders webquest - woodland hills school district - the
outsiders webquest welcome to the 1960s! mth, taylor evans public school library. your task... as you go
through this quest, answer each corresponding question on lined paper. you will be working on this quest as
you read the novel the outsiders by s.e. hinton. mth, taylor evans public school library. first opinion: s. e.
hintonâ•Žs the outsiders: first look - 14 outsiders “credited with changing the way y.a. fiction is written,
[it] changed the way teenagers read as well, empowering a generation to demand stories that reflected their
realities.” in early commentary about the outsiders, hinton noted, “teen-agers should not be written down to”
(clr 3,69). teacher’s pet publications litplan teacher pack - 4 about the author s. e. hinton hinton, s. e.
susan eloise hinton was born on july 22, 1948 in tulsa, oklahoma. in her junior year at will rogers high school in
tulsa (at the age of 17) she wrote the outsiders, the book that sent the young adult book world on an entirely
new path. the impoverished life-world of outsiders - these concepts are risk-taking, se- crecy, deception,
and situational relevance. moving back and forth among the worlds of janitors, single mothers, and an aging
population, the author develops a conceptual framework that links the world of the information poor- the
outsiders-with a world of insiders. the outsiders free download [iff8a]| free book list to ... - outsiders full
textpdf retrying [epub] the outsiders currently available for review only, if you need complete ebook the
outsiders please fill out registration form to access in our databases. you may looking the outsiders document
throught internet in google, bing, yahoo and other mayor seach engine. this special edition a guide for using
the outsiders - dedicatedteacher - a guide for using the outsiders in the classroom based on the book
written by s.e. hinton teacher created resources, inc. 6421 industry way westminster, ca 92683 teachercreated
isbn: 978-1-55734-406-9 ©1992 teacher created resources, inc. reprinted, 20 made in u.s.a. outsiders
socratic seminar questions - norwellschools - the outsiders socratic seminar questions directions: answer
the following questions with textual evidence. all answers must be supported with at least two quotes and the
page number citations where you obtained your outsiders vocabulary - rowan county schools - outsiders
vocabulary words . 2 chapter 1 vocabulary 1. asset an advantage or source of strength. 2. unfathomable not
capable of being ... s.e. hinton websearch - the outsiders price is right name _____ let’s compare the 1960’s
to 2013 the outsiders takes place in the 1960’s. there are a lot of differences between the 1960’s and 2013. do
some internet research and find out the following… what was the cost of the average automobile in 1960?_____
anticipation guide the outsiders by s.e. hinton - anticipation guide the outsiders by s.e. hinton purpose of
the strategy: anticipation guides, according to frank smith (1978), allow the reader to make predictions about
text that will be read by eliminating possibilities that are unlikely. also called reaction or prediction guides, the
anticipation guide is a way to prepare the outsiders chapter 4 vocabulary printables - what happened to
the outsiders se hinton chapter two vocabulary the outsiders se hinton chapter twelve chapter 3 audiobook for
s e hintons book the outsiders i recorded this chapter on a different. the outsiders chapter 4 vocabulary
printables golden education world book the outsiders webquest - central bucks school district - the
outsiders webquest during this assignment, you will be gathering information and learning about the author,
setting, and background for the novel the outsiders. follow the links and the directions in this packet to answer
the subsequent questions as completely as you can. the outsiders by s.e. hinton portfolio project due
date: - the outsiders by s.e. hinton portfolio project due date: _____ section 1- required earn a grade of “c”- 75
pts. 1. read the book for 20 points. students will follow along with class reading and contribute to class
discussions. 2. complete all the chapter questions and hand them in to be graded. you can access the chapter
we are the outsiders a playful response to literature ... - we are the outsiders: a playful response to
literature curriculum unit delee hall abstract “to play” is a verb. it suggests an action on behalf of the player.
this is not something that you normally see in a classroom. we do not play in school. we are there to learn.
alan v29n1 - the outsiders is still 'in': why this old ... - the outsiders . is still "in": why this old novel is so
popular wit. h teens, and some activities students enjoy lauren groot with martha story what is it about the
outsiders that makes it such a ubiq uitous hit? i suggested to my colleague, martha story, that we interview
students to find out. i arrived at her eighth download soda pop from the outsiders pdf - oldpm.umd soda pop from the outsiders soda pop from the outsiders michigan bottle deposit law faq’s a dealer may
accept, but is not required to accept, from a person, empty returnable containers for a refund in excess of
$25on any given day. in other words, the michigan bottle deposit law dancing raisins - super teacher
worksheets the outsiders: chapter questions - the outsiders: additional chapter questions chapter one 1.
what do you know about ponyboy, sodapop, and darry? 2. who are the socs? who are the greasers? 3. how do
ponyboy‟s relationships with darry and sodapop differ? explain. 4. why is the „gang‟ important to johnny? 5.
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how does ponyboy react to what sodapop tells him about darry? 6.
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